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PMMSY
Fish Feed Mill 

District Fishery Officer
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PMMSY
Feed

Mill 
investment

Feed Mill 
Feed Mill 

Feed Mill 

Feed Mill 
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extension 

extension 
extension 

supplementary 
AGM 

permission 
extension 

exten-
sion extension 

extension 
extra burden 

, date and
year of last three years annual general meeting 

Name of the Chair-
man of Societies for last three years, Amendment by law of the Soci-
eties, if any & Publication of voter list as per section 26 (3) of
Assam Co-operative Society’s Act, 2007 - 
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remodeling 

agent

modelity 

modelity 

“The prevention and control
of infectious and contagious disease in animals Act, 2009” 

directly 
degree degree 

TB 
TB TB 
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Animal Husbandary & Veterinary Department 

Veterinary Field Assistant 

Poultry sector  Goat bed-
ding, Pig bedding policy 

Pig process-
ing plant process 
BTAD Pig Mission 
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National Dairy Development Board MoU 

NDDB NDDB Chair-
man 
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SOP
Standerd Operating Procedure) 

Subsidised rate feed NFS implement 

SOP 

SOP SOP 
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Assistant Registrar 
Assistant Registrar
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Interruption......... 

 In terruption......... 
òÑ- Interruption......... 

Interruption......... 

 Suspension

Interruption........
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CAMPA 
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degraded forest 

AGM  

exten-
sion  
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Second Supplementary.

extension  
extension  expansion

Board Body 

terms and condition  apply  
terms and condition fulfill  

suffer  
allotment public 
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the definition of Assamese in the context on Clause -6
of Assam Accord. 

we want a
legal definition of Assamese in the context of Clause-6 of Assam
Accord.  

He is Assamese in the context of Clause 6
of Assam Accord.  

Clause VI 

Definitely 
Assamese in the context of Clause  vi of Assam accord. 

Definitely 
Point of order.

Point of order.
Point of order.

Point of order.
expunge

Chair Chair
Chair accuse expunge

Point of order.
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Point of order 
Point of order.

Point of order.

Sir, Question no 153, Point of order.
Sir, 

Rule 
Point of order, 

Rule Under 158 & 159.

P & RD 
breach of privilege either of

a member or of the House or of a Committee there of may with the
concerned with the Speaker to the notice of the House by a complain,
by a petition, by a report,
complain

complain under rule 158 &
159. breach of privilege

breach of privilege 

knowledge
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knowledge
 latest

reject 

Zero Hour.

Zero Hour 

as per Rule 

Specific Specific
concerned Minister

lay

statement 
clarification DRSC
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Assembly Assembly DRSC meet-
ing

 Model Anganwadi foundation stone 
DRSC meeting 

Hon’ble Parliamentary Affairs Minister 
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Indigenous Tribes and Faith and
Culture, 
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Secular Institution 

that number has crossed almost
15000 +
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Section 153 of IPC, unanimity between the community  
criminal action criminal case 

criminal case crimi-
nal case this is a section which is punishable by 14 years 

Section 153 of IPC 

fund utilisation 
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"on
12-03-2022 at about 6 P.M an information was recieved at Rahmaria
PS, Abhimunya Tanti, 30 years, son of Budhu Tanti of Dhuliajan
mainline had killed one 4 years old boy, Ujjal Mora, who was play-
ing in the compound of Sunil Tanti. On witnessing the killing of the
child the local people dragged the acused Sunil Tanti to the near by
paddy field and attacked him and he succumed to the injury during
the Mob attack and agitated public,later on burried the deadbody of
Sunil Tanti. On recieving of the information at police team led by
SP, Dibrugarh immediatly rushed to the spot of the crime to control
the situatuion and police recovered the deadbody of  both the victim
and sent for postmortem examination.

he was not in
sound mind. the victim of sec-
ond case, he is a victim and in the first case, he is a murderer. 

murderer is no longer alive.

The definition in the Constitution is completly absent.

However, The Article 29
and 30 of the Constitution of India has spoken about protection of
minority community Right and privilege of the minority commu-
nity. by the language Constitution recognises both
religious and linguistic minority. Article 29 of the Constitution of
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India Any section of the citizen residing in the territory of
India or any part there of having a distinct language, script, culture
of its own shall have the right to  conserve the same. 

language
script protect 

heading Protection of interest of Minority. No citi-
zen  shall be denied admission into any educational institutions main-
tained by the State or receiving aid out of the state funds on the
ground only on religion, race, caste and any of them. It provide that
any section of the citizen residing in any part of India having a dis-
tinct language, Script or Culture of its own shall have the right to
conserve the same.

Article 30 of the Indian Constitution Minority 
All Minorities whether based on religion or lan-

guage shall have the right to establish and administer educational
institution of their choice. In making any law providing for the com-
pulsory acquisition of any property of Educational Institution estab-
lished and administered by minority refered to in Clause-I. The State
shall ensure that the amount fixed by or determined under such law
for the acquisition of such property, in such, as would not restrict or
abrogate right guaranteed under the Clause. the State shall not in
granting aid to the Educational Institution discriminate against any
Educational Institution on the ground that it is under the management
of a minority wheather  based on religion or on language. Under the
Article, all minority shall have the right to establish and administer
educational institutions of their choice. The protection and the ar-
ticle 30 is confined  only to minority, religious and linguistic and
does not extend to any section of the citizen. another
Article Constitution linguistic minority Article 350(b)
there shall be a special officer for linguistic minority to be appointed
by the President. It shall be the duty of the Special Officer to inves-
tigate all matters relating to the safeguards  provided for linguistic
minority under this Constitution and report to the President upon
those matter at such intervals as the President may direct or Presi-
dent shall cause  all such reports to be laid before each House of the
Parliament and sent to the Government of the State concerned. 

Constitutional Provision.
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under Parliamentary pro-
vision National Commission for Minorities Act, 1992. 

section The Act U/S 2(C) defines a minority as a commu-
nity notified as such by the Central Government. minority 

notify in the context of the protection
which has been given by the National Commission of Minorities.

National Commis-
sion of Minorities Commu-
nity protection linguistic minority

definition religious minority definition Mus-
lim, Sikh, Christian, Buddhist, Parsi & Jain defined as the religious
minority of India.

Minority 
Muslim, Sikh, Christian, Bud-

dhist, Parsi & Jain are the Minority as has been laid down in the Act,
1992 i.e. National Commission for Minorities Act. 
arguement, case Finally, the 11 Judges of Supreme Court in
T.M.A. Pai Foundation and Other VS State of Karnataka  gave a
judgement that Article 31 deals with the religious minority and lin-
guistic minority. The opening word of Article 30(1) make it clear
that the religious and linguistic minorities have been put at  .... in so
far as article is concerned.

Supreme Court clear  religious minority 
 linguistic minority  lin-

guistic minority definition Linguistic
minority 

linguistic minority in the context of Assam 
minority 2%, 5%, 10% 

microscopic minority definition Religious
Minority definition linguistic minority 

definition Supreme Court has again
said that India is devided into differnt linguistic State. The State has
been curve out on the basis of the language of the majority of the
persons of the State. It is therefore the State has to be regarded as the
unit for determining linguistic minority viz & viz  Article 30 that
with religious minority being the same footing. It is the State in rela-
tion to which the majority of the minority status will have to be
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determined. Supreme Court 
linguistic mi-

nority definition 

linguistic minority lin-
guistic majority consider 

Bal Patil & Anr vs Union of India A
group of Articles 25-30 guranteed protection of religious cultural
educational right to both majority and minority community. It ap-
pears that keeping in view of the Constitutional Gurantes for protec-
tion of cultural education and religious rights of all citizen, it was
not felt necessary to define minority. Minority has understood from
the Constitutional scheme signified a identifiable group of the people
or community who were seen as deserving protection from the likely
deprivation of their religious cultural educational rights by other
community. minority definition Minority 
definition minority 
religious or linguistic community threat 
threat minority Supreme
Court Articles 25-30 

Muslim, Sikh, Christian, Buddhist, Parsi & Jain 
minority Because they are being minority in a particu-
lar State. Minority defination State 

evolving material evolving matter
of concern Supreme Court 

case case finally 
affidavit Minority Hindu can also be a
minority in a given State. Minority 
context context then Hindu can also be
a Minority. context Central Gov-
ernment affidavit in the
context of Assam Linguistic
Minority They are the Linguistic majority  

They are the linguistic Minority in
the context of Barak Velley Brahmaputra Valley 
Upper Assam They will
be the linguistic Minority. They may not be a linguistic
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minority. 
minority. There was feeling or there was a conception in the

entire country that Muslim means Minority. But now these defination
has come under the challenge and it has been told or to the Supreme
Court by various pepole  including Government of India that Hindus
can also be a Minority in a particular State, depending on the geo-
graphical situation, population pattern and depending on the threat
perception. Threat perception threat perception 

threat perception then they can also be
considered as a Minority. South Salmara District 
that Hindus are clearly minority there, Muslim are the majority com-
munity. Constitution minority defination

this is a evolving  area. evolving area 
Supreme Court clarity who are the

minority. context minority
they are no longer minority they

cannot be minority in the situation of the todays context 
minority they may

be minority. Kuki Community they will be minority But 
OBC Certificate 

minority OBC certificate 
minority religious

minority So, Religious minority, Ethnic ST, Ethnic Sched-
ule Caste confusion 

minority scholarship ST scholar-
ship Minority Scholarship OBC scholarship 

These are healthy debate. Supreme
Court debate minority
defination definitely minority defi-
nition emerged minority 

constitution framers definition 
They have left it for posterity 

rights 

For instance for the purpose of Article 23 if a certain number of
people come from Madras and settle in Bombay for certain purpose
they would be although not a minority in the technical sense cultural
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minority similarly if a certain number of Maharastrian went from
Maharastra and settle in Bangal although they may not be minority in
technical and true sense. They would be cultural and linguistic mi-
nority in the State. 

they are also linguistic minority in the case of Assam. 
they will be the linguistic majority. These are

the words of Ambedkar but ultimately 
 he left it vague 29 30 

protection affidavit 
Hindu can also be a minority in a given State 

minority definition should be changed district by district. 
Districtwise minority definition 

So we left it there 

briefly 
Constitution of India 30 provision so far

India concern. 
linguistic minority provision 31 religious
minority and linguistic minority Na-
tional Commission of Minority Act 19. provision 

minority Sikh Buddhist 
so far Assam concern Assam

concern. status ultimately linguistic minority board
specific 

clear 

Constitutution provision 
Statewise definition of Mainority Linguistic Minority will change.

Statewise definition of linguistic minority will change. 
Ministry of Minority Affairs minority deal 

minority department 
particular community research

minority 
district  blocks minority
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you do not define by religion. minority you define by
literacy rate, minority you define by female literacy rate, minority
you define by employment rate, minority you define by female work
participation rate, minority you define by household.  economic

social indicator minority define 
minority commission linguistic and

religious minority department frequently
asked question notify 
minority  minority
community. what was the mathodology used, what is
the population criteria used for identifying, what is the backwardness
perameter used. 

minority department It will no longer be
confine to so call religious minority pockets. 

 Litteracy economy
They will be able to take advantage of the scheme. 

 Linguistic Minority Status
State wise Microscopic

language They are Linguistic minority
They are very major lanuages

Linguistic minority
They are the linguistic minority, Religious

Minority National Commossion of Minority Community
define Affidavit It will be dynamic.

window Linguistic Minority Commissioner
basically Religious
minority Director of Welfare of Minority

That is the position
as of now Legal provision

Linguistic Minority definition 
Who will be the Linguistic Minority ?

 Bengali will be
the minority language Raw or clearly 

Linguistic Minority
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Religious Minority
That is our understanding and we are working

according to   that understanding. 
We are moving on the basis of that understanding.

Sub-
judice matter The states
can give Hindus minorities status if they are in minority. Their  Mi-
nority Welfare Schemes are  not un-constitutional 

The Central Govt. has told the Supreme Court in a plea seeking

minority status for Hindu in Mizoram,  Nagaland,Manipur,Meghalaya, Arunachal

Pradesh,Punjab,Lakswadeep, Ladakh, Kashmir etc. sub judice matter 
sub judice matter 

Affidavit

Affidavit

Subject
to Supereme Court Affidavi and I agree with the hon'ble Mem-
ber

This case
is about the Religious Minority, not about Linguistic Minority

 For
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seeking  status of Hindu Community in these particular
states.Linguistic Minority 

Linguistic Minority issue 
Our petition

will be confine only to Riligious Minority.

And we donot want to open up a fault line.
Linguistic Minority 

expand 
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sub centre  

sub centre 
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Super Speciality Hospital 

NADCP  

MDU 

erosion

NDBB MOU
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NDBB 
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amalgamation
amalgamation 

amalgamation
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rationalization last date, 
 Mutual Transfer Application portal

rationaliza-
tion

what is the solution

characteristics characteristics
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main problem habitant, habitant 
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solar
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/
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Member Secretary WPT&BC Department 
Member Secretary

Head Quarter
Head Quarter

State OBC Commission  
State OBC Commission  

OBC  

Protected Class 
notify notify

notify notify 
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A
valid process of scrutiny of the credit worthiness of the beneficia-
ries Vote on Account Budget 2021-22 

The scheme itself is a testimony to
our belief in the youths of Assam and our determination to mobilize
the positive energy at is just exposes excess to funding with argu-
mentation of schemes for our young entrepreneurs .  category
A, B, 

Vote on Account Bud-
get

objective -4 
working capital seed mony rural economy  

existing self help group 1998
SIRD Line

Department
Registration 

ob-
jectives rational rational
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responsibility ac-
countability 

quality assessment, performence assessment 
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impactment assessment impactment assessment 
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"The
Assam legislative Assembly Members Salaries, Allowances, Ameni-
ties and Pension (Amendment) Rule, 2022 

"The Assam Legislative Assembly Members Salaries,
Allowances, Amenities and Pension (Amendment) Rule, 2022" 

"The Assam State Commission for Minorities (Amend-
ment) Bill, 2022" 

"The Assam State Com-
mission for Minorities (Amendment) Bill, 2022" 

“The Assam State Commission for Minorities
(Amendment) Bill, 2022” 

/
/

I beg to move the pro-
posed sub-clause (B) of clause 2 of the proposed bill shall be de-
leted. clause D’ sub-clause 

‘Minority for the purpose of the Act’
means Communities notified as such by the Central Government un-
der National Commission for Minority Act, 1992. Provided that such
communities have been residing within the State of Assam. National
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Commission for Minority Act, 1992 minority for the pur-
pose this Act, means the persons belonging to religious as well as
linguistic minorities residing in the State of Assam who are other-
wise elligible to be considered and decleared by the State Govern-
ment as minorities mentioned in Article 30 on the Constitution of
India. Constitution of India Article 30 religious and lin-
guistic minority minority treat 

reli-
gious and linguistic 

minority minority department 

Article 30 Religious  lin-
guistic minority  definition definition 

sub-clause 
substitute delete 

Minority for
the purpose of the Act means the persons belonging to religious as
well linguistic minority. 

linguistic minority and reli-
gious minority 

clearly 
religious and linguistic minority 

Minority linguistic minority, reli-
gious minority details  

National Commission for Minorities Act.
1992, statutory order 
notification Notification No. 816(E) at file no. 1/11/93
MCD (D) dated 20-23/10/1999. Act Act mi-
nority define 

“The National Commission
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for Minority Act. 1992”. Religious minority 
Muslim, Sikh, Christian, Buddhist, Parsi & Jain noti-
fication 

minority 
clear religious minority & linguis-

tic minority clearity 
clearity 

linguistic minority 
linguistic minority 

minority act minority 
linguistic minority 

clarity 
delete 

Act clarity Clarity in conformity with the National
Act 1992, 1992 Act amendment

major amendment religious com-
munity linguistic community 

clarity 
amemdment amend-

ment 

Act religious linguistic minority 
linguistic  minorty status 

religious linguistic minority 
, linguistic reli-

gious treat

representation 
minority , minority welfare department 
representation 

deprive minority welfare de-
partment include 

deprive 
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withdraw 

Linguistic Minority Board Board function
function 

existing  Act 
clearly linguistic minority. linguistic minority 

clear Benifit benifit 

linguistic minority 
withdraw 

clarity 
Statistics Act Act religious and

linguistic define religious
minority linguistic minority details 

details details
supreme Court 

linguistic linguistic minority board 
linguistic minority Act

Statistics Act define minority 
Minority define Define 

comunity minority
notification notification 

Define 
notification 

Act clear linguistic
minority 

Commission Board, Commission, Government 
Minority Commission 

Minority Commission 

Minority Minority 
definition definition National Commis-
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sion for Minority Act 1992. definition

Minority Commission Minority Board 
linguistic board  Minority define 

Minority define The National Commission for Minorities Act
1992 minority define 

linguistic minority Minority Commission
Minority Commission 

Bill minority 
Minority Commission Act 1992 community religious
minority clear 

Linguistic
Minority Board board linguistic
minority 

AIUDF 
, Chairman 

community community 
Chairman community 

representation community 

community deprive with-
draw 

withdraw No
more confusion.

 Justification 

withdraw 
 Linguistic Minority 

Board Commission 
existing area linguistic minority Jus-
tification linguistic minority

justification Linguistic Minority
Board commission 

justification 
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 State Commission Act
Act minority definition 

 linguistic minority and religious minority. religious
minority National Commission Act
1992 community 
religious minority Commission minority

minority amend-
ment community notification 
community religious minority linguistic minority 

board 
details 

amendment  
evolution minority 

state Linguistic
Minority 

Minority 

Linguistic Minority 

Linguistic Minority 

 withdraw

 withdraw
 withdraw

In the proposed
sub-clause D of clause-II of the proposed Bill in between the words
minorities and for appearing line I the word Linguistic Minority shall
be added. The proposed sub-clause D of  Clause-II of the proposed
Bill shall be deleted.
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So, I beg to move  in the proposed sub- Clause (II) of clause (III) of
the proposed Bill word and figure 5 appearing in the line 2 and 5
shall be substituted by the word and figure 6. 

Clause II 

confornity 
Linguistic Minority Linguistic Minor-
ity Linguistic Minority 

Linguistic Minority 

Chairperson, Vice-Chairperson and five members 
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among persons of emi-
nence ability and integrity 

eminence ability and integrity
preferably retired IAS Officer 

Provided that the Chairman and
5 members shall be from amongst the minority committee. 

The word amongst appearing in
line-6 shall be substituted by the word each of and the word one
shall be added between B and from in line-6. 

 provided that the Chairman and 5 members shall be
one from each of the Minority community. amongst 

 one from the each 
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Clause-2 Commission shall consist of chair
person, Vice Chair Person and five members to be constituted by the
Central Government among the persons of the ability and integrity.

provided that the members including Chair Person
shall be from amongst the minority communities. 

each community, 
language language  

Amongst each  community means what? community  
community  member mem-

ber 
member suppose minority com-

munity  member  
community 

community member  member  
Chair

Person member clash confrontation
withdraw  

basic
principle conception  

community member 
member Act  

amendment  
amendment withdraw  

withdraw  
effi-

cient  

retired IAS officer  open  IAS
officer  

IAS officer 
IAS officer confine 

open  
withdraw  
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amendment  
withdraw  withdraw  

amendment  

withdraw  
amendment withdraw  

Clause by
Clause amendment  justify  

withdraw  with-
draw  

participate withdraw  
Clause by Clause justification  

amendment 
amendment amendment 

withdraw 

prepare  
prepare  

withdraw  
withdraw 

pass voting 
The Assam State

Commission for Minorities (Amendment) Bill, 2022 shall be with-
drawn.  
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The Assam State Com-
mission for Minorities (Amendment) Bill, 2022 

The Assam State Commission for Minorities (Amendment) Bill,
2022 

The
Assam Industrial Infrastructure Development Corporation (Amend-
ment) Bill, 2022.  

The Assam Industrial
Infrastructure Development Corporation (Amendment) Bill, 2022.

The Assam Industrial Infrastructure Development Corporation
(Amendment) Bill, 2022.

 The Assam Industrial infrastruc-
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ture development corporation (amendment) Bill, 2022.  
  I beg to move In sub- clauses (a) & (b) of clause 4 of the

proposed Bill, the word " Public person of repute" appearing in
lines 2 & 3 shall be subsituted by the following words- 'UPSC /
APSC pass out or a person who is not below the rank of Secretary in
Assam Government "

In sub -clause (h) of clause 4 of the proposed Bill, the word
'non' in between the words 'Two' and 'official' appearing in first line
shall be deleted.

A Vice
Chairman to be appointed the senior most Secretary  appoint 

to non official
director nominate by the State Government.  

 
A public person  of  repute of a qualified

person.

Assam
Industrial Development Corporation Amendment  

Commis-
sioner and special Secretary to Government of Assam

A Chairman to be appointed by the Governor of Assam
who shall be public person repute or a qualified professional hav-
ing adiquate knowledge. 

past and fecilities of the Chairman and Vice Chairman shall be
entitled such honarium past fecilities may be notified by State Gov-
ernment from time to time.  
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IIDC 
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India Carbon 

with-
draw

justification 
ultimately 

Chairman, Vice chairman 

withdraw
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"The Assam Industrial
Infrastructure (Development) Coporation (Amendment) Bill, 2022"

"The Assam Industrial Infrastructure (Development) Coporation
(Amendment) Bill, 2022"
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Hon'ble Chief Minister will give statement on
Assam Meghalaya Border Settlement at 2.30 pm.

lunch break

 request, 
statement 

Private Business 

lunch break extend 

North-East Areas State Reorganization Act,
1971
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differnce of opinion 

differnce of opinion resolve

Historical Prospect

Ethnicity of local population.

Ethnicity 
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Contiguity  was made 

Administrative Convinience 

villagers

 

disputes 

consisting of upper Tarabari
with 4.69 

MoU 

disputed area 
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Transit post of ASTC

of Balasara revenue village will be
now part of Assam. 

MoU 

Whats App 
Whats App 

in principle 

The sprit of united
North East They have supported
the united North East Under the Constitution of India
Boundaries can be re-drawn only by the Parliament. 

Under the Constitution of India State State 
Under Constitution of

India, it is vested with the Government of India.  
memorandum Memorandum of understanding

 Survey of India  Survey 
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now you can sign the
MoU. Memorandum of understanding

Parliament is only empowered to redraw the bound-
ary . So, definitely 

opinion opinion
as of now this is a executive action not a legislative

Action. So it is in the domain of executive. Executive 
domain of Parliament  in due course of time Parlia-
ment approved that will become final
final what ever will be approved by Parliament of India, that
will be the final approval. With a sense of
satisfaction accord 

 Assam- Meghalaya
model should be adopted in resolving dispute even in Karnataka and
Maharashtra.

by now everybody knows

 for the first time we have
created a all party model.

regional committee 
The local MLA has also signed in that recom-

mendation local MLA local situation 

So,
we have  taken local MLA into consideration local MLA

 dispute  resolve

common aspiration 
North-East can be a united tourism Hub.

com-
mon spirit of North-East 

Assam is always  Championing the cause of
united North-East there is a
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lot of article. 
 dispute united

North-East loss
border tax
tax

united tax structure time- zone

time- zone
electricity efficiency health

time- zone 
normal times 

united tourism 
united time- zone united taxa-

tion policy 
 Because there is a

distress between the two State, State   State
Because we have a dispute on border. border

solution Border solution we have to face the
reality as it is.

you examine
the reality ASTC Bus- stand

after inspecting the sight local MLA
local MLA

this boundary will satisfy the needs of
both the states Accord
there is a jubilation 

state
dispute dispute 

written document dispute

But Meghalaya
has now certified claim

dispute
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it resolve with that dispute
dispute

we transfer 3000 square
Kilometre land from Arunachal to Assam.
3000 square Kilometre

transfer
 3000 square Kilometre

transfer
hills  plains plains

So, from 1951 that dispute started when we
transferred 3000 square Kilometre of area from Arunachal to Assam.

So, from
1951 that disputes started when we transferd 3000 square kilomiter
of area from Arunachal to Assam. 

The dispute  will be centered only around 122
villages. 3000
square kilomiter now you no
longer you can vantilate that grievances that is now over. 3000
square kilomiter 3000 square
kilomiter 

square kilomiter. 
now dispute is only about 850 square kilomiter.

Constitutional boundary
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dispute resolved 

Juris-
diction with the Karbi Anglong. 

Stand is that, position is that. 
there will be

local committee. who ever the party he may
represent. 

undisputed 

Every body wanted our country should
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be united. 

it is a difficult choice. 
these are very very difficult choice 

There are problems but inspite of that statement spirit

without sacrificing our right and privilege 

these are the Rights of Parliament of
India 
We have just done an executive action. Executive action 

these are purely action in the execu-
tive area. Executive it will go to Parliament Parliament 

at some
time matter will come to Assam Assembly officially 

either to rejected or accepted,but
as of now whatever we have done it is strictly within the domain of
executive. This is not within the domain of Lagislative. 

then it will be come to an area of Legislative. 

definitely it will be discussed in the floor of the
House or floor of the Parliament.

executive action execu-
tive action 

Inter State Council, Article 131
Inter State Council, Article 263
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Y.V. Chandrasur

report executive
action 

state vote
claim 

 reject 
reject 

claim
reject 

 boundary dispute 

executive action to be Governed by
laws made by legislature also. 

report Agreement 

site visit 
report 

copy 
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Chandrachud Committee device 
Chandrachud Committee 

Local Commission Local
Commission 

reject Chandrachud Committee
reject Chandrachud Com-

mittee 
 

  
 

conciously Judge
Judge positive 
hugely negative

Local Commission Judge 
Supreme Court Judge

Judge
Supreme Court consistant discussion Judge

Chandrachud Committee 
Chandrachud Committee 

Supreme Court 
neutral umpire report

agree deny 

 
That means for the first time

we have done something which satisfy the population of both the
States Local Commission 

dispute 

disputed 
sensus 

map  
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interruption)

sensus It is deep inside the Arunachal.
These are legal answer to a legal question. Practically field 

settlement 
settlement accord 

interruption)
interruption)

interruption)
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referrence 
clarification interruption)

clarification 
interruption)

MoU 

these are undisputed fact 

 posi-
tion compare Compare

interrupt  
Please silent. clarification 
Statement 

MoU 
debate 

Resolve 
practical position 

Position 
dispute 

MoU Sign statement 
statement 

clarification 

MoU clarification 
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Silent, silent. 

middle class development 
crisis  

middle class develop 

economically develop 
Constitutional Boundary Constitu-

tional Boundary 

definetely 
clarification 

strict 
compromise unlimited 

dispute 

Constitutional Boundary Constitution 

dispute 
it looks a little be partition. State reorganisation bill
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State Reorganisation Bill The Kamrup District, Goalpara
District. Original District has there dispute. Problem is that 

But History and Assam Government record says that
square kilometer These are fact how I

will go and counter them. It is a record. 

He transfered three thousand square kilometer of NEFA land to
Assam. These are clear points. 

They talk about 18 hundred century. But these are factual
material of 1951. grivences 

undivided 
on that discussion 

discussion plains 
forest

electricity 
encroach 

this is the time to resolve the
dispute 

plains land Everyday people are encroaching, 
this is the right time resolve resolve 

blaim
why you have not solved this, 

square kilometer and he is ready to come down
more why you have not resolved it 

Undivided 
whether we are speaking of a

Assam post 1972 or pre 1972. History undivided
Assam History 

dispute resolve Supreme Court 
comment boarder dispute is in Supreme
Court. supreme Court let us see
what decision will come. 
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It is a reasonable
dispute 

conflict status 
It is within our authority, within our wis-

dom, within our grip
It is not a concept of civilization. Left

thinking Interrup-
tion......

In principle. 

address

MOU 

MOU  Excutive

 MOU  
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This will be
charity of Meghalaya. 

Interruption.......

Interruption.......
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Assam is in a disadvantage position.

Proper Spirit

United Umbrella This is the best time to resolved
the border disputes to proceed to the next level.

There is a section of intellectual
people in our society, they want to create discontent in every spare.

That is called socalled
Left Anarchist Ideology 

Interruption.......
discussion  

discussion  

signboard 

Statement  
Discussion agenda
set  
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Under the provision of Article 207 of the constitution of In-
dia, I Prof. Jagdish Mukhi, Governor of Assam recommend that the
Assam Taxation (Liquidation of Arrear Dues)( Amendment) Bill,
2022 be taken into consideration by the Assam Legislative Assem-
bly. The Assam Taxition (Liquidation of
Arrear Dues)( Amendment) Bill, 2022 

The Assam Taxition (Liq-
uidation of Arrear Dues)( Amendment) Bill, 2022 

The Assam
Taxition (Liquidation of Arrear Dues)( Amendment) Bill, 2022

The Assam Taxation (Liquidation of Arrear Dues)
( Amendment) Bill, 2022 Act Arrear 

Prohibition of manufacture appraising trade, storage and sales
Act Act  

Act 
Act 
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Clear stand  
Prohibition of

manufacture appraising trade, storage and sales Act insert

Arrear Dues insert  
Tax Bill  

The Assam Health (Prohibition of
Manufacturing,Trade, Advertisement, Storage, Distribution, Sale and
Consumption of Zarda, Gutkha, Panmasala etc. containing Tobacco
and /or Nicotine)Act, 2013 preamble 

to improve public health and   prevent incidence
of cancer and other health hazards and  addictions among the people
of the State and for matters connected therewith or incidental
thereto. insert 
GST repellent Act 
practical reason insert  concern

admit  

withdraw  
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The Assam Taxation
(Liquidation of Arrear Dues) ( Amendment) Bill, 2022

The Assam Taxation (Liquidation of Arrear Dues) ( Amendment)
Bill, 2022 

Under the provision of Article 207(3) of the Constitution  of
India I prof Jagdish Mukhi Governor of Assam, recommended the
Assam fiscal responsibility and Budget mangement amendment
Bill , 2022 be taken in to consideration by the Assam Legislative
Assembly.

the Assam fiscal responsiblity and Budget mangement
(amendment) Bill , 2022 

the Assam fiscal re-
sponsibility and Budget mangement (amendment) Bill , 2022 

the Assam fiscal
resposiblity and Budget mangement (amendment) Bill , 2022 

withdraw
I beg to move in the proposed Sub

Clause (VII) of Sub Clause (II) of Clause 2 of the proposed Bill, the
figure '32 %' appearing in line 2 shall be substituted by the figure
'29%'.

, FRBM Act 
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date to the GSDP 

 total outstanding
liabilities of State Government 

(1) details of reform to be completed for availing addi-
tional borrowing .   ease of doing business 

 (2) one nation one Ration Card (3) Urban local Bodies
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(4) power distribution,  state Government 
ease of doing business one Nation one Ration 

Urban Local Bodies  

integrated 
surplus 

surplus 

property Administrative Staff College,
Staff College property 

Taj Vivanta, Radisson
blu Admin-
istrative Staff College Taj Vivanta,
Radisson blu surplus

income generation scheme convert 

surplus 

No talking.
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com-
mitment 

Basically 

Talkshow 

ready reference
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borrowing  has significantly en-
hanced 
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Hon'ble Deputy Speaker sir, I beg to
move that in the proposed sub-clause 7(2) of the proposed Bill the
words "if required "and punctuation mark occuring in line five be-
fore and after the words "if requiered" shall be delete and the word
"only" shall be adder after the last word "projects"

I will defere a little from
stand poin of Congress and AIDUF, 

I do agree and support the proposal of the gov-
ernment my only concern is that there are some other provision s in
our FRBM Act specificaly for prudent fiscal managment in our state.

 FRBM Act 
to ensure that the borrowing are used for productive assets and ac-
cumulation of capital asset and are not applied to regular financial
expenditures. This is one of the important principle. Another prin-
ciple pursue expenditure policies that would provide impetus to eco-
nomic growths. Pouverty reduction and improvement in human wel-
fare. there are principle, built up a revenue surplus for use in capital
formation and productive expenditure. These are some of the very
important principle of the FRBM Act. 

we will eleminate revenue defecit within
5th financial year, begining on thursday of April, 2005 and ending on
31st March, 2010. 

Another important principle mandate is that we
should restrict the revenue expediture under annual state plan to one
third of the total plan outlate in a financial year with a veiw to mak-
ing more fund availabe for capital and developmemt expenditure.

As per
FRBM Act 

If the appitied has grown for creation of asset for
future welbeing, for future generation, I will always welcome. 

 If required 
Additional fiscal space that will be created by borrowing shall be
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utilized if required strictly for capital expenditure. Why it required
that means a doubt is created in our mind  that if not required some
amount from the borrowing shall be spent  for revenue expenditure,
which is strictly against the mandate of the FRBM Act, against the
provision of fiscal prudency of our state.

I have no objection here. if required

enhance outstanding debt target for State
Govt.  from 28.5 % to 32%. Ammendment 

GSDP of the State has been increased
significantlly during recent year and projected growth rate of the
GSDP in 2021-22 is nearly 14%. GSDP 
admissibility of  the borrowing 

The
addiotional Fiscal Space shall be utlized, if required, strictily for
capital projects. 

 
Space 

FRBM 

incremental capitol
expenditure 

debt GSDP 

debt GSDP 
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GSDP 

GSDP 
Fiscal raod map  

road map 

road map 

fiscal balance 
Neagative Growth 

Neagative Growth 
Positive Growth 

fiscal pera meter,
Capital

Nature. 
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within the fiscal 

assert borrowing should be utilised for capital expen-
diture Apprehension  deep Additional  fis-
cal space shall be utilised if required strictly for  capital, if required

shall be utilised strictly for capital
project, only. Which madam is  telling? Which madam is assertain?
If required there is always an Apprehension that if not reqired
some borrowing  should be utilised for revenue expenditure .

No debate,  withdraw

withdraw I will want divi-
sion.

borrowing
capital expenditure infrastructure devel-

opment 
capital expenditure 

 expenditure 
capital expenditure 
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capital
expenditure capital expen-
diture capital expenditure 

capital expenditure 

In the proposed
sub clause(vii) of sub clause (ii) of the proposed Bill, the figure “32
%’’ appearing in line 2 shall be substituted by the figure “29.5%.’’
In the proposed sub-clause (vii) of clause 2(ii) of the proposed Bill,
the words “if required”  and punctuation mark “,” (comma) occuring
in line 5 before and after the words.“if required”shall be deleted
and the word “only” shall be added after the last word “projects’’.

  In proposed sub-clause (vii) of Clause 2(ii) of the proposed
Bill, the figure “32’’ occuring in line 2 shall be substituted by the
figure “30’’.

FRBM Act 
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Apprehen-
sion 

devastation  prevention

State own tax revenue tax

none tax
ravenue 
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Hon'ble Minister will give the reply.
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admissibility limit 

 "The Assam Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management (Amend-
ment) Bill, 2022" shall be withdrawn. 

/

/
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"The Assam
Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management (Amendment) Bill,
2022"

"The Assam Fiscal Responsibility and Budget Management
(Amendment) Bill, 2022"

/

"The Assam Borstal Institution
(Repealing) Bill, 2022"

"The Assam
Borstal Institution (Repealing) Bill, 2022" 

"The Assam
Borstal Institution(Repealing) Bill, 2022" 

/

/
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/

"The Assam Borstal
Institution (Repealing) Bill, 2022" 

"The Assam Borstal Institution(Repealing) Bill, 2022" 

/

“The
Assam Borstal Institution (Repealing) Bill, 2022” 

“The Assam Borstal Institution (Repealing) Bill,
2022” 

/
/
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“The Assam Chil-
dren (Repealing) Bill, 2022” 

“The
Assam Children (Repealing) Bill, 2022” 

“The Assam Children (Repealing) Bill, 2022”

/
/

/
/

/
/

“The
Assam Children (Repealing) Bill, 2022” 

“The Assam Children (Repealing) Bill, 2022” 
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/
/


